The Bourne Club has partnered with Drop Shot UK,
a world renowned Padel brand offering the latest
innovative technology to improve your game.
Members have full access to a full range of Padel
equipment through this partnership, rackets, balls,
shoes, & clothing. This provides you with a guide
on what is on offer and members pricing.
Members have access to multi buy discounts,
please contact the Tennis chair for more details
For more information have a look at the DropShot
website: https://dropshot.uk/
Or contact the Tennis Chair (Ben) on:
tennischair@bourneclub.co.uk

Tiger 2.0 Childs Racket

CONQUEROR 10 Junior Racket

CRISTAL 3.0 PADEL RACKET

This Drop Shot Cristal 3.0 is a model with
a clear offensive cut and intended for
players looking to define. A shovel that
also shines for its elegant cosmetics
where white takes on the structure and
silver and fuchsia details crown the faces

Doppel Padel Racket

A Drop Shot Doppel Padel racket that is
intended for a wide range of players
thanks to some strong hallmarks aimed
at versatility where control and power
come together to achieve outstanding
performance.

DELTA 2.0 PADEL RACKET

Located within this saga is the Drop Shot
Delta 2.0 Padel racket, a model with a
long tradition in the Drop Shot collection
and that stands out for its oversize round
format, very large sweet spot and an
outstanding balance between control
and power.

OKAIDO PADEL RACKET

A Drop Shot Okaido aimed at advanced
level players and that is intended for
those profiles who are looking for an
aggressive, versatile and highperformance paddle tennis racket thanks
to an outstanding control and a
remarkable power.

EXPLORER PRO 4.0 PADEL RACKET

Within this bet, the one who has a privileged
space is the Drop Shot Explorer Pro 4.0 padel
racket. The racket of the professional World
Padel Tour player Lucas Campagnolo is,
without a doubt, one of the best-selling
rackets year after year thanks to high
playability, handling prices and pleasant
comfort.

EXPLORER PRO SOFT PADEL RACKET

Drop Shot Explorer Pro Soft 1.0 has a
shaped tear - yes, it is a tear despite its
similarity to the round one-, a very wide
sweet spot that covers almost all of the
faces and a medium-high balance that
allows to have at the same time a great
control and an extra point of power.

YUKON PRO 1.0 PADEL RACKET

A Yukon Pro 1.0 Drop Shot that has a
teardrop format in its conception, a mediumhigh balance shifted towards the head of the
blade and a striking zone that is more than
remarkable given its characteristics. A
responsible shovel with control while still
being powerful.

ESSENCE 1.0 PADEL RACKET

The Drop Shot Essence 1.0 has a teardrop
format, an exceptional sweet spot to
reduce the margin of error, a medium
balance oriented towards the heart of the
blade and a perfect balance between
mobility, dynamism and comfort.

X-CELLERATOR 1.0 PADEL RACKET

A padel racket that has a teardrop format,
medium-high balance displacement towards
the upper area of its structure, a prominent
sweet spot that allows a wide margin of
manoeuvre and outstanding versatility for
both defensive and offensive play.

LEGEND 3.0 PADEL RACKET

Because within the Be One line, the Drop
Shot Legend 3.0 padel racket has become
a clear benchmark in just three editions.
And because? Due to its high dynamism in
the game, its remarkable versatility and
performance and that extra differential
that gives the unique and different
product.

CONQUEROR 10 SOFT PADEL RACKET

With a teardrop format, a notable sweet spot
to optimize the hitting zone, medium-high
balance and an extra travel in the offensive
zone, this padel racket continues to be a
benchmark in our collection due to its
dynamism and power.

Conqueror 10.0 Padel Racket

A Drop Shot Conqueror 10 that's true to
your instincts. With a teardrop shape, a
wide sweet spot to facilitate hitting and a
medium-high balance for optimal
performance in defence and attack, it
shows off its versatility in the game with an
extra control to dominate every inch of the
court.

X-Celerator XTW Shoe

Argon 2XTW Shoe

Fenicia Shoe

Eros B XT Shoe

Mylar Padel Bag

Lyra Padel Bag

To find the full DropShot range
have a look at their website:
https://dropshot.uk/
We can offer discounted pricing on
the full range to our members

